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1. INTRODUCTION 
The exact computation of the number of zeros in a domain in the complex plane is relevant to 
the study of dynamical systems, in signal processing, in harmonic analysis, and in a variety of 
important fields of mathematics. A number of methods have been developed to deal with this 
problem; for example, B@zout's method [1-4] and the algorithm of Schur-Cohn subtransforms, 
as given in [5], which allows with some restrictions, to compute the exact number of zeros of a 
polynomial in the unit disk. Routh-Hurwitz criterion has been used by Gantmacher [6] to give 
the number of roots of a polynomial in the open half left complex plane. 
In this paper, we prove, using a perturbation technique, that the number of roots in the open 
unit disk of a polynomial P, of degree n and with real coefficients, which we shall indicate with 
No (P), is equal to n -  Y[1, K1, K2, . . . ,  Kn], where V[xo, z l , . . . ,  Xn] is the number of sign changes 
O 
in the sequence (x~)0<~___n, when there is one or more groups of consecutive r al numbers Ki equal 
to zero, but with Kn ~ O. These reals numbers (K~)I<~<~ relate to the determinants (minors) of 
the leading principal submatrices oforder i in the Schur-Cohn Matrix. They are indicated as K 
of P and have been studied by Barnett [7] and Jury [8]. 
2. GENERAL PRESENTAT ION 
Let P be a polynomial of degree n in R[X]: P(x) = ~-~o a~ xi and let P*(x) = ~-]~=o an-~ xi 
be its reciprocal. 
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2.1 .  Schur -Cohn Trans format ion  
The Schur-Cohn transforms of P are defined by [9], 
T (°)(P)(x) = P(x), 
n-1  
T (1) (P ) (x )  = aoP(x )  - anP*  (x) = V"  a!l)x i
i=0 
where 
and 
n-k  
T(k)(p)(x) = T (1) (T(k-1)(P)) (x) = X" a!k)x i 
i=0 
l<k<n,  
a ( k + l )  _ {k) (k) (k) (k) 0 < k < n - 1, and 1 < i < n, i - -  ao a i  - -  an-kan-k - i ,  
T(k+I ) (P ) (O)  = a~ k+l)  = a~ k)2 - -(k)2 0 < k < n - 1, t~n_k  ~ 
axe the Schur-Cohn constants of P. 
2.2. The  Schur -Cohn Subt rans format ion  
Consider Sylvester's Matrix of P and P* and form the 2k x (n + k) submatrix of it taking the 
rows 1 ,2 , . . . , k  and n + 1,n + 2 , . . . ,n  + k and the columns 1 ,2 , . . . ,n  + k. Let C1, . . . ,Cn+k its 
n + k columns. 
The k th Schur-Cohn subtransform [5] of P is given by 
n-k  
ssT(k)(P)(x) = E a(k)xi i 
i=O 
where 
a~ k) = det [C1,. . . ,  Ck-1, Ck+~, Cn+l , . . . ,  Cn+k]. 
If a(o k+l) # 0 for k = 0, 1 , . . . ,  n - 1, we can also define the Schur-Cohn subtransforms [5] of P 
by 
T(k)(P) 
ssT(k)(P) = (-1)k (1)k_2 (2)k_ ~ (k_3)2 (k_2) , 3 < k < n, 
~o ~o "'" ao ~o (1) 
ssT(° ) (p )  : P ,  8sT(1) (P )  = -T (1 ) (P ) ,  ssT(2) (P )  = T(2)(p) .  
Let K be the Schur-Cohn Matrix of P [7], represented by 
2 
( a n - -a  5 anan-1  - -aoa l  anan-2  - -aoa2  . . .  
2 
anan-1  -- aoa l  a n -- a~ an_ lan_  2 -- a la  2 
+a~_ 1 -- a~ +anan-1  --  aoa l  . . .  
anan-2  --  aoa2  an- lan -2  -- a la2  
A -ar ian -1  -- aoa l  
ar t - -  
a 2 n_ l  - -a  2 
- 
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3. PROPERTIES 
Let Kk indicate the determinants of the leading principal submatrices of order k of the Schur- 
Cohn Matrix K of P, then Kk = a~ k) [10]. 
REMARKS. 
1. I fKk  ~ 0 for 1 < k < n, then No(P)  = n -  V[1, K1 ,K2, . . . ,Kn]  (see [7]). 
D 
2. We also have Kn = det(K) = Resultant(P,P*) = ]aol 2n 1-[i~,j=l(1 -# i# j ) ,  P(Pi) = O, 
i = 1 , . . . ,n .  
= ~ 1 ~ 1 If Kn 0, then 1-[i=1( - I#d 2) = 0 or 1-L,j=l,iCj( - #i/2j) = 0. In this case, P admits zeros 
which are on the unit circle or symmetric to the unit circle. 
4. BROWN TRANSFORMATION 
Let P be a polynomial of degree n in R[X]. Let us assume that 
a~ 1)=a~ ') . . . . .  a(1) 1=0,  a(h 1 )#0,  h>_l ,  
then 
therefore, 
a(l_) 1 _-- a(1)2 ,~(1) ---- 0, ,~(1) . . . . .  '~n-h+l '~n-h ~ O, 
ao = )~an, al = ~an- l , . . .  ,ah-1 = ~an-h+l with £ = 4-1, 
P(x )  = anx n + . . .  + an-h+l  xn -h+l  + ' ' '  + ~an-h+l  xh-1  + "'" + £an, 
(2) 
(3) 
T(1) p(x)  = ~n-h ~,.n-h -}- "" + ail) x h, (4) 
V (1)p(x )  : -~  (a(ni)_h xh -~'"-~- a ( i )xn -h)  • (5) 
We divide P(x) by T(1)p(x) (see (4)) to eliminate the first h terms of P(x). Let q(x) be the 
quotient. Then we divide the remainder by TO)P(x)  (see (5)) to eliminate the last h terms 
of P(x).  The quotient is -q(1/x) .  Let Rh be the remainder after these two consecutive divisions. 
Since 
Rh(X) = P(x) -- ql(X)T(l)p(x),  
where 
we may write 
B(P)  = x-hRh,  
which is the Brown transform of P (see [10,12]). 
5. THEOREM 
Let P be a polynomial of degree n in I~[X]. Consider again matrix K, if Kn ~ 0, and certain 
leading principal minors of it vanish, then the number of zeros of P in the unit disk is determined 
by 
No(P)  = n -  V [1 ,K1 ,K2 , . . . ,K , ]  
D 
in which we evaluate V for each group of p (p is always odd) successive null minors Ks # 0, 
Ks+l = Ks+2 . . . . .  Ks+p = 0, and Ks+p+l ~ 0. We write V[Ks, Ks+l ,Ks+2, . . . ,Ks+p,  
Ks+p+l] = h with p = 2h-  1. 
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FIRST CASE. Assume K1 = K2 . . . . .  K v = 0 and Kp+l • 0 , . . . ,  Kn ~ O. From the general 
2 _ a 2.  form of the K matrix, it follows that K1 = an 
2 _ a02 = 0, so an - uao = 0 with u = +1. Replacing a,~ by uao in/42, • K1 = 0 implies a n
we have 
( 0 a°(an-l-Ual)) : -a2(an-l-Ual)2" K2 det ao(an-1-  uax) a 2 a 2 n-l-- 1 
• K2 = 0 implies an-1 - ual = 0 in the same way, K3 = 0. 
REMARKS. (See [10].) 
1. If K1 =/ (2  . . . . .  K2j = O, then K2j+I = 0 so p is odd. 
2. We wr i tep - -2h-1 ;b i=an_ i -ua iw i thu=±l  and0<i<h.  
If K1 = K2 . . . . .  K2(j-1) = 0, then bo = bl . . . . .  bj-1 = 0 and K2j = (-1)J(aobj) 2j, for 
l< j~_h .  
Let us assume bo, b l , . . . ,  bh-1 have been perturbed and let P~ be the perturbed polynomial. 
For the new values, only slightly modified, all leading principal minors K~, . . . ,  K~ of the Schur- 
Cohn Matrix of pc are not equal to zero and sign K~ = sign Ki for p + 1 < i < n. We consider 
small perturbed values b~, b[, b e and assume that each b~_ 1 is, in absolute value, sufficiently " ' ' ,  j - -1  
smaller than b~ for us to be able to omit the terms b~, with an index i < j. We have 
K~j = ( -1)  jr~e~'el2j t~0,jJ + . . .  , for 1 <: j < h. (6) 
The change made is such that the sign of K~j is given by (-1)J[a~b~] 2j, that is, by ( -1) J ,  for 
all 0 < j _< h. Therefore, signK~j = s ign(-1) J ,  for 1 _< j < h. We notice that there is an 
alteration of sign between two minors of even order, therefore, sign K~j+I can be ignored in the 
computation of 
V[1,K~,K~, . . . ,Kp,Kp+I]  
and then 
• e .. K e K~h ] V[1 , -1 ,1 ,  . , ( - -1 )h ] .  V[1, K~,K~, . . ,Kp ,Kp+l ]  =V[1 ,  K~,K~,. , 2h-2, ---- " 
Therefore, 
V [1,K1,K~,. . .  ,Kp,Kp+I ] = h. (7) 
Since K .  ¢ 0, P has no zeros on the unit circle, so No (P) is unchanged for all small variations 
D 
of coefficients of the polynomial P. Therefore, 
~ . .  ~ ~ K ~ No(P) = N~) (P s) =n-  V[1,K1,K , . ,Kp ,Kp+l , . . . , n] (8) D 
and then 
No (P) = n - V[1, K~, K~, . . . ,  K~, Kp+l] - V[Kv+I, • • •, Kn], 
D 
and from (7), we have 
No(P) = n -  h -  V[Kp+I,. . .,Kn]. D 
The value of left-hand side of (7) does not depend on the variation of coefficients of the 
polynomial P. 
REMARK 1. If a is a real nonzero number, the following equality holds: 
V [1, ~ 2 s aK l ,a  K~, . . .  o~2h-lKe a2hKe ] , 2h - l ,  2h i  ~ h .  
SECOND CASE. Let us assume that for s > 0 Ks+l = Ks+2 . . . . .  Ks+ p = 0 and Ki • 0 for i 6 
{1, . . . ,n}  \ {s + l , . . . , s  + p} 
Let 131 -1 ,  32 = 1, f~s (-1)Sa(0 x)s-~ -2) (1) (2) ,~(s--1).(s) . . . . .  a(o s for s > 3 and as = a 0 a 0 . . . .  0 ~0 
for s > 1. We need to prove the following lemma (see also [10]). 
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LEMMA. Under the hypotheses made above, as ~ O, and 
ssT(k+s)(P) = s (as)--'--'-- W for all k,s >>_ 1 with k + s <_ n. 
Let ff~k, be the leading principal minor of the Schur-Cohn Matrix of the polynomial ssT (s) ( P). 
We have ff~k = ssT(k)(ssT(S)(P))(O), and from the previous property and the /emma,  we have 
Ks+k = 0 if and only if h'k = 0 for 1 < k < p. From that and from the first case, we deduce 
that  p is odd. Let p = 2h - 1. We have 
N~(P) = Ng(P  ~) = n -  V[1, K~,K~, . . . ,K~]  
= n - V[1, K1, K2, . . . ,  K~] - V[Ks, Kse+l, . . . ,  K~+p, Ks+p+l] 
= -V[Ks+p+l,. . . ,  K~]. 
On the other hand, from the lemma we have 
V [Ks, Ks6+1, • • •, K~s+p, Ks+p+1] 
= V 1, (as,~)l,(a~,~)2,...,(a~,~)p,(as);+ 1 
As P and P~ have no zeros on the unit circle, the same is true for ssT(S)(P) and ssT(S)(Pe). 
Consequently, the first ease enables us to apply formula (7) to the minors ffk, 
therefore, 
V 1, (as,~)l,  (a8,~)2, . . . ,  (a~,~) p , (o/s)p+ 1 : h, 
V[Ks ,  ~ ~ = = Ks+l , .  • •, Ks+p, Ks+p+1] h, with p 2h - 1. 
The value of the left-hand side of (9) does not depend on the variation of coefficients of the 
polynomial P. 
REMARK 2. If c~ is a real nonzero number, then V[Ks, (K~+l/a) , . . . ,  (K~+p/aP), (Ks+p+1~ 
o/P-{-I)] ~--- h. 
THIRD CASE. Assume that  among leading principal minors of the Schur-Cohn Matr ix K of P,  
there are v groups of successive minors equal to zero. We prove, by recurrence on v, that  for 
each group Ks,+1 = K8,+2 . . . . .  Ks,+p, = 0, (i = 1 , . . . ,  v), the value of the left-hand side 
of (9) does not depend on the variation method, and is given by (9). In the previous case, we 
have proved the required result for v --- 1. Assume now that  it is true for v - 1 groups and let us 
show that  it is true for v groups. Let Ks1+1, K81+2,- . . ,  Ksl+pl be the first group. 
As Ks l+ l  = Ks1+2 . . . . .  Ks~+pl = 0 if and only i f  ~'1 : ~'2 . . . . .  /~Pl = 0, then from the 
Brown determinantal  relation [10], we have 
/~m+l+t =/~2hl+l  = g2hlK} 2h~), 
where ~.{2hl) are leading principal minors of the Schur-Cohn Matr ix ~-(2h~) of polynomial  B 
(ssT(Sl)(P)), and is the Brown transform of ssT(Sl)(P) [10]. We have ~-}2hl) = ssT(O(B(ssT(S~) 
(P)))(0)  and from the previous lemma, 
Ksl+pl+l+l = Ksl+2hl+l = Ks1 (flsl)2(2hl+l) ~(2hl+l, (a~)(2h,+z) 
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so (10) implies 
From (11), we have 
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Ks,+px+l+l : Ks~ (fls~) ~(~hl+~)/~-2h 1 ~ l)" 
(a~,)(2~1+ ~) (11) 
from (14) 
V [K~,, g~i+l,... ,g;i+pl, gsi+pi+l] = hi, Pi = 2h i -  1. 
The value of the left-hand side of (15) does not depend on the variation method, the same 
holds for (16). From 
No(P) = n -  V[1,K~,K~,. . . ,K~], 
D 
we can deduce that the value of 
V [Ka,,K~,+I,... ,g~,+p l ,gs~+p,+l ]  
does not depend on the variation method for the first group of null minors, and consequently, (9) 
is applicable to this group. 
~(2hl) ~(2hl) ~ (2hl) . 
"'1 "L'2 /~n--(Sl +pl +1) (12) Y[Ksl+pl+:,Ksl+pl+2,... ,/in] = Y 1, (a8,)1, (as,)2 , . . . ,  (a~l)n_(s,+p,+:) 
Let us make a variation on the coefficients of P, so that not all leading principal minors of K 
are equal to zero. Those which did not vanish, keep their previous ign, and 
sign(K~hl+l)----sign l '~))" 
We have the following equalities: 
[ ~}2h1,~) ~-~2h,,e) R(n2-h(ls ;)+Pl + 1) ] (13) 
V [K  ~ K ~ ,K~] =V 1, L  1+p1+1, 
For (i = 2 , . . . ,  v), let Ks~+l,..., Ks~+p~ the i th group of successive null minors of K and write 
ri = si -- (81 -~-Pl + 1), 
~(2hl) " • ri+pi+l 
V[Ks~,K~I+I , . .  . ,K~i +pi ,Ksi +pi + l ] 
that is 
~(2h~,~) ~(2h~) _ 
~r~+p~+l ] V [K~,, s i+ l ' "  " " ,  ~,+v~,K~,+p,+I] : V [~(2h,) ~2h~,~), . . . ,  ~'+P' , ~ (14) 
As the sequence of minors (K~,+pl+l, K~+pl+2. . . , / in )  contains v - 1 groups of null minors, 
then from (11) the sequence of minors (~}2h~) ~(2h~) . , . . . ,  n,_(~,+p~,l)) also holds v -  1 groups of null 
minors. So by recurrence on these v - 1 groups we have, that for each group, i = 2, . . . ,  v, of null 
minors of that sequence 
V[  r~ ,'*r~+l , ' " , "~+p~ ,~$~+v~+lj =hi and p i=2h i -1  
and from Remark 2, 
[~(2hl) i~2h~ '~) ~ "(~1 '~) = (2hi) 1 ' "'ri+pl /~'ri+pi+ 1 [ 
v , = (15) 
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